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About This Game

The gameplay in Toki Tori is a blend of two genres. While it looks like a platform game, it's a puzzle game at heart. To progress
through the game, the player must pick up each egg in a level using a set number of tools. Players will have to look and plan
ahead carefully while using items such as the Telewarp, Freeze-o-Matic and InstantRock™. Additional tools are gradually

introduced as the player progresses through the game's 80+ levels covering four unique worlds.

A wide variety of items and weapons

80 levels spread over 4 large worlds

Dozens of hours of gameplay

For all ages - accessible and hard levels available

Catchy music and sound effects

Steam Achievements

Full screen HD graphics

Shader effects
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5.1 Surround Soundtrack

Controls designed for mouse, keyboard as well as joypad
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This game is a fantastic throwback to classic rpg's. Everything from the depth of the game, to the importance of character
development, but as with many classic rpg's this game lacks interesting combat. After a short while combat becomes more of a
chore than a gratifying experience. The character interactions, inventory sytem, character leveling, and ingenious dungeon
layouts more than make up for this, however. This game really shines in the arena of the completionist. There is just so much to
do in the game that even after 12 hours of gameplay, I still hadn't left the first continent. The art is, for the most part,
acceptable. The level design for towns is it's strongest aspect. In combat backgrounds and character models tend to repeat
themselves ad nauseum. Having choices as to how to play the game (six difficulty settings, encounter frequency, and an option
to omit cutscense) really alleviates some of the monotony of combat and adds to the replayablity of the game. The game also
boasts two different "New Game" options after beating it the first time. Overall, I would give this game an 8/10.. Very
enjoyable, an essential part of a Dungeon Warefare & Orcs Must Die collection.. It was very cute. I like the art style and the
characters' personality through out the rather short tale. However, I feel as though there could have been more added to it,
instead of just fastforwarding through the months. It honestly felt like I was just watching an episode of an anime. There was
little interactions between the heroine and her forced love. There was a strong lack of any connection you feel between the
characters. It felt like the makers had an idea and then rushed it. In my personal opinion I feel like the art saved it for me.

If you do buy this, you're paying for the art and story, not gameplay.. windows mixed reality support update please =( Please
please please =(
the game opens but
direction keys do not work. i can finally scream KovaaKs when i w-key or laser some bots.. How to launch this addon? Bought
it, but can not launch it.. Awe of Despair is lacking focus, design, and polish. I am highly dissappointed with this game.
In depth review down below.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=FxFrAKRkCxQ
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A meh story to be honest. wooden crap is a better name.. I beat the 30 levels in under an hour, most of the levels are fairly easy
but some of them are extremely hard.. Just like UBERMOSH's soundtrack, this one is also great!. Needs a lot more people, I
would totally play it if it was free to play :/. Refund requested.

Good concept with fitting graphics for the overall design, but the present game is terrible to play, even with a controller.

You can turn the music off. However, you have no control over the camera which bounces around as if held by a drunk, second-
rate film producer who can't afford to pay someone who knows what s\/he is doing.

On top of that, sometimes the zombies seem impervious to being struck with chairs, laptops, or whatever until about the third or
fourth hit. Not that I could hit them most of the time because I was so seasick. When I did connect, I killed a few zombies,
easily pushed many away, and then died because my character is more fragile than the objects I was able to grab off desks.

The devs should seriously consider revamping the Last Hours of Jack so the player can control more aspects of the game,
especially the POV\/FOV and maybe the durability of their make-shift weapons. That would go a long way toward making this
game playable - perhaps even enjoyable.. Hey guys what can i say I love this game its a fast pace bouncey platformer shootumup
dodge game. It has great music and is a hella lot of fun check out my video of the game.
Also the devs are amazing .

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=vbrvl6Z4GvY. I dont even know where to start oh wait yes i do a refund. Nostalgia from
childhood! Great game with great story.. I just adore the view of the route. A small route with great detail and nice for a smooth
ride to relax. However the 57xx panier (locomotive) is terrible, I can't raise speed more than 25mph without running out of
presure on the boyler and it's very hard to go up hills with it to complete missions on time. Thank god I bought this on sale...
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